
 
Suggested Ritual Ideas to Accompany the Season of Creation Prayer 2020 

From the Federation Ecology Committee 
 

Set up a ritual space in the area in which you will be using the prayer.  

If using a small table cover it with a nice coloured cloth. Add symbols that represent the 

four elements:  

 Earth: e.g., a bowl or plate with some earth in it; some stones on a plate; or 

another item of the Earth, e.g., a crystal, a special rock or a plant 

 Air:  e.g., a feather, open milkweed pod 

 Fire: e.g., a candle that can be held up  

 Water: e.g., a glass bowl or pitcher of water.  

 

 After the Words of Introduction have someone light the candle. 

  

For the Reflection on the Gift of the Four Elements: 

 

Earth  

When the Leader says “We Celebrate Earth: one person stands and goes to the 

ritual table and lifts up the symbol for Earth. There are 2 ways to proceed:  

1. The person can walk around the circle with the symbol held high. Then  

 if possible the person stands with the symbol. Then Reader #1 begins to read the 

Earth section. When the group responds with “We are Woven in Creation” the 

person puts the symbol down on the table/ritual space.  

 If the person is not able to stand too long the symbol can be placed 

back on the table after the person has walked around the circle. 

Reader#1 then begins.  

2. If the person is not able to stand too long or walk carrying the symbol it 

can be lifted from the table, raised up for a few moments and then placed 

reverently back on the table. Reader #1 then begins.  

 

This ritual is then repeated with the Symbol for Air and Fire and Water  

 

An alternate idea for Water: Have a pitcher of water on the table and a glass bowl. 

When the Leader says “We Celebrate Water one person stands and goes to the ritual 

table and slowly pours the water from the pitcher into the glass bowl, (pouring the 

water from a height creates a very nice ritual moment). The Reader can then begin. Or 

the bowl can be walked around the circle and then the Reader begins.  


